be inspired

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM YOUR PHOTOSHOOT

bella baby
It’s a moment you want to hold forever in time. Capturing it your way is essential.
LET OUR master storytellers PHOTOGRAPH YOUR JOY IN A WAY LIKE NO OTHER
professional photographers specializing in intimate and artistic photos
WHAT TO EXPECT

- A complimentary 10-minute photo session on your baby’s first full day with you
- A professional photographer to create a warm, creative experience
- A beautiful gallery of 12-20 images to view soon after the shoot
- Photo sessions are meant to showcase life as it is in the natural moment
- We make it simple to view, share and order your images from the hospital or when you get home

PREPARE THE ESSENTIALS TO HAVE IT YOUR WAY

- Make sure family members you want included are at the hospital photoshoot
- Bring your favorite baby blanket, hat or special memento from home

• OF NOTE •

If your baby is in NICU, you or your nurse can call our NICU Hotline when you are ready to be photographed.

888.569.5667

Let your family and friends know Bella Baby gift cards are available for purchase.

800.863.0805

After you go home Bella Life photography can be there for big and small moments to come.

888.688.3314
Capture your natural beauty from the very beginning.
ALL the firsts COME FAST
LET OUR PHOTOGRAPHERS CATCH THEM
real MOMENTS, real PHOTOGRAPHERS

www.bellababyphotography.com
800.863.0805